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HAYASHI TAKAO 1977 KARA$ in the Karani-operation. Japanese Studies in the History 
of Science 16, 51-59. The Sanskrit technical term karani , usually believed to refer 
to surd, has two different concepts; the study uses Sanskrit primary sources. 
(Takanori Kusuba) #1232. 
KOLMOGOROV A N & YUSHKEVICH A P editors 1978 Matematika XIX veka (Mathematics in the 
19th Century). Moscow (Nauka). 255 pp. This is the first of a projected series of 
books on the history of mathematics in the 19th and 20th centuries. There are four 
chapters: MATHEMATICAL LOGIC; ALGEBRA and the ALGEBRAIC THEORY OF NUMBERS; Problems 
in the THEORY OF NUMBERS; Theory of PROBABILITY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (Em) #1233. 
DAUBEN JOSEPH WARREN 1979 GEORG CANTOR: his mathematics and philosophy of the in- 
finite. Cambridge, Massachusetts (Harvard University Press). ix+404 pp. Plates. 
Analysis and explication of Cantor's work leading to his creation of TRANSFINITE NUM- 
BERS and SET THEORY. Cantor's work is linked with his controversy with L. KRONECKER, 
his series of nervous breakdowns, and his belief in divine inspiration as source of 
his mathematics. Appendices supply several unpublished letters and a bibliography. 
Hitherto unpublished portraits and the sole surviving example of his artwork are 
reproduced. @CL) #1234. 
WARREN JOHN 1976 GREEK MATHEMATICS and the architects to Justinian (Art and Archae- 
ology Research Papers). London (Coach Publishing; Distributor: ISBS, Box 555, Forest 
Grove, Oregon 97116). 14 pp. (soft cover). An analysis of the ARCHITECTURE of the 
Haghia Sophia in Constantinople with emphasis on the mathematics required. Fifth 
century A.D. Photographs and drawings. (ACL) #1235. 
HOROVITZ THEKLA 1978 Vom Logos zur Analogie: Die Geschichte eines mathematischen 
Terminus. Ziirich (Verlag Hans Rohr). 198 pp. (soft cover, reproduced typescript) 
"From LOGOS to ANALOGY: the history of a mathematical term." Fro,,, the Foreword: 
"This work is a study in the history of ideas which is particularly concerned with a 
mathematical term: it is directed at shedding light on the origin and development 
of the qreek mathematical term for 'PROPORTION'." (ACL) #1236. 
VAN DER WAERDEN B L 1979 Die Pythaqoreer: Reliqiijse Bruderschaft und Schule der 
Wissenschaft (Die Bibliothek der alten Welt). Ziirich/Miichen (Artemis Verlaq). 508 pp. 
Illustrated. sFr. 86. "The PYTHAGOFEANS: religious brotherhood and scientific school." 
The first part of the book is devoted to presenting what is known about Pythagoras, his 
religious teachings, and the way of life of the Pythagoreans. The second Part 
presents the four exact sciences developed by the Pythagorean mathematicians--arithmetic 
geometry, music theory, and astronomy--and their relationship to each other. Indexed. 
(JCL 1 #1237. 
PLAMONDON ANN L 1979 Whitehead's organic philosophy of science. Albany, New York 
(State University of New York Press). ix+174 pp. "Since [ALFRED NORTH] WHITEHEAD's 
thought began with problems of mathematics, the discussion will concentrate on points 
and lines as mathematical entities" (p. 5). (ACL) #1238. 
MEHRTENS HERBERT 1979 Die Entstehung der Verbandstheorie. Hildesheim (Gerstenberq 
Verlag). ix+363 pp. (Arbor Scientiarum: BeitrPqe zur Wissenschaftsgeschichte. 
Reihe A: Abhandlungen. Band VI.) "The emergence of LATTICE THEORY." This is a 
history of both the conceptual and the social factors which led, during the period 
from the middle of the 19th century to about 1940, to the definition of a distinct 
branch of modern mathematics. This is a branch which GARRETT BIRKHOFF described in 
1938 as the "promising younger brother of GROUP THEORY" (quoted on p. 284). GEORGE 
BOOLE. RICHARD DEDEKIND. JOHN VON NEUMANN. OYSTEIN ORE. ERNST SCHRijDER. ALFRED 
TARSKI. MARSHALL STONE. Bibliography and index. (ACL) #1239. 
WELLS GEORGE A 1978 Goethe and the development of science, 1750-1900 (Science in 
History, 5). Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands (Sijthoff & Noordhoff). xii+161 
pp. 7 plates, 20 figures. A chapter of 13 pages is devoted to mathematics and 
especially to JOHANN WOLFGANG GOETHE's opposition to mathematical methods in physical 
science. Bibliography. (ACL) #1240. 
STEINER HANS-GEORG editor 1978 Didaktik der Mathematik. Darmstadt (Wissenschaft- 
lithe Buchqesellschaft). (Wege der Forschunq, 361.) xlvii + 478 pp. A collection 
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of assays on the TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS originally published between 1952 and 1974. 
The introduction by Steiner relates the "first reform movement" of FELIX KLEIN to 
the post-second World War teaching reforms represented by these assays. There are 
20 essays, all in German, about half of which have been translated from originals in 
either French or English. (ACL) #1241. 
WEBER RALPH E 1979 United States diplomatic codes and ciphers, 1775-1938. Chicago 
(Precedent Publishing). xviii + 633 pp. 8 plates. CRYPTOLOGY. The first third of 
the book recounts the development of codes in the diplomatic service while most of 
the remainder of the book is devoted to presenting the codes and ciphers used before 
1876. Bibliography and index. (ACL) #1242. 
DAVIS MARGARET DALY 1977 Pier0 della Francesca's Mathematical Treatises: The 
"Trattato d'abaco" and "Libellus de quinque corporibus regularibus." Ravenna (Longo 
Editore). xxii + 135 pp., 36 plates. The relevance of Piero's mathematical works 
on OPTICS and PERSPECTIVE to painting iS given. A study is made of the relation be- 
tween Piero and LUCA PACIOLI. (ACL) #1243. 
KOVALEVSKAYA SOFYA 1978 A Russian childhood. Translated, edited and introduced 
by Beatrice Stillman. With an analysis of Kovalevskaya's mathematics by P. Y. Kochina. 
New York (Springer-Verlag). xiii + 250 pp. First published in Sweden in Swedish in 
1889, this is essentially a translation of the 1974 Russian edition which avoids the 
errors and shortcomings of earlier English translations. Already known internationally 
as the "mathematical lady," Kovalevskaya here recorded her recollections of growing 
up in mid-19th century Russia. Bibliography of 16 items. (XL) #1244. 
BOLLERSLEV PETER editor 1979 Den NY Matematik i Danmark - en essaysambling (NEW 
MATH DENMARK - a collection of essays). 190 pp. 18 essays on the "new mathematics" 
in Denmark, of which several (listed below) deal with the history of the reform. 
Jens Hdyrup #1245. 
H@YRUP JENS 1979 Historien om den nye matematik i Danmark - en skitse (The History 
of the new mathematics in Denmark - a sketch). Pp. 49-65 in #1245. The impact of 
the OECD-initiative and the international reform movement, itsinteraction with 
Danish governmental policies and general education reforms. The role of teachers' 
education institutions and teachers' movements. Jens Hdyrup #1246. 
MEYER HENRIK 1979 LaeSsplanSreViSiOnsr i gymnasiet og i HF (CUrriCdm refO??ms at 
the high school level). Pp. 99-106 in 111245. On curriculum developments and pre- 
dominant textbooks in Danish high school level mathematics 1957-1975. Personal 
recollections by a centrally involved teacher. Jens H&r"p #1247. 
NISS NOGENS 1979 Cnn folkeskolelaereruddannelsen i det vigtige fag matematik (On the 
primary school teacher's education in the important subject mathematics). Pp. 107- 
122 in #u Critical comments on Danish mathematics teacher's education, including 
an outline of the development of the curriculum 1954-1975. Jens H$yrup #1248. 
sKOVSMOSE OLE 1979 60'er-matematikken - id6 og virkelighed (The mathematics "of 
the sixties" - idea and reality). Pp. 152-166 in #1245. The history of ideas of 
the Danish mathematics teaching reform of the 1960s: Technological optimism, logi- 
cism, bourbakism, the international reform movement; Piaget, Dienes; the impact in 
Denmark. Jens HByrup #1249. 
PROJEKTGRUPPE "&'+THEMATIK IN DER INDUSTRIEGESELLSCHAFT" 1977 Materialen zur Analyse 
der Berufspraxis des Mathamatikers. Heft 21. Bielefeld (zentrale VervielfBltigungss- 
telle der Universitlt Bielefeld). 167 pp. The last in the series: "Source material 
for the analysis of the professional practice of the mathematician," produced by 
Bielefeld University. This consists of eight articles of which the three historical 
ones are abstracted (ACL) #1250. 
KLINGENBERG 1977 CARL FRIEDRICH GAUSS - Zum 200. Geburtstag des Princeps Mathe- 
maticorum. Pp. 77-87 in #1250. Summary of Gauss' accomplishments with an emphasis 7 
on their connection to practxal, physical problems. (ACL) #1251. 
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LEFEVRE WOLFGANG 1977 Die Lehre vom Geraden und Ungeraden. Zur Rekonstruktion des 
Ursprunqs der wissenschaftliche" Mathematik in der qriechischen Antike. Pp. 89-111 
in #1250. "The theory of even and odd numbers. Towards the reconstruction of the 
Origin of scientific mathematics in ancient Greece.” PYTHAGORGANS. EUCLID. NUMBER 
THEORY. @CL) #1252. 
STRUIK D J 1977 Bioqraphische Notiz fiber B. Hessen. Pp. 139-141 in #1250. Brief 
biographical sketch of BORIS MIHAILOVICH HESSEN (1893-1938?). (ACL) #1253. 
MATHEMATICS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ITS SPIRIT AND USE 1978 Readings from Scientific 
America", with introductions by Morris Kline. San Francisco (W. H. Freeman). 249 pp. 
illustrated. Reprints of 40 articles, most of which are historically oriented. The 
first section of history contains seven articles by James R. Newman, A. C. Crombie, 
I. Bernard Cohen, Frederick C. Kreiling, and Carl B. Boyer. @CL) #1254. 
LAUGWITZ DETLEF 1976 Euler und das "Cauchysche" Konverqenzkriterium. Abhandlunge" 
aus dem Mathematischen Seminar der Universit?it Hamburg, 45, 91-95. L EULER and the 
"CAUCHY" CONVERGENCE CONDITION. A L CAUCHY. (ACL) #1255. 
DUREN WILLIAM L JR 1979 WARREN WEAVER, philanthrope. Notices of the American Mathe- 
matical Society 26, 182-183. Obituary. Portrait. (D.E. ~ulimd") #1256. 
ANONYMOUS 1979 B&her and Steele prizes awarded. Notices of the American Mathe- 
matical Society 26, 97-99. A P CALDERON. S B&HER. H LEWY. MATHEMATICAL PRIZES. 
Biographies and portraits. (D.E. Kullman) #1257. 
SWETZ FRANK 1979 The evolution of mathematics in ancient CHINA. Mathematics 
Magazine 52, 10-19. A survey of early Chinese developments in arithmetic and algebra. 
Highlights include MAGIC SQUARES, NUMERATION, COUNTING BOARDS, LINEAR EQUATIONS, 
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS, ROOT EXTRACTION, APPROXIMATIONS FOR PI, INTERMINATE ANALYSIS, and 
the CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM. (D. E. Kullma") #1258. 
FEIT WALTER 1979 RICHARD D BRAUER. Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 
N.S., 1, l-20. Biography, bibliography, portrait. FINITE GROUPS. (D. E. Kull- 
ma") #1259. 
SCHOT STEVEN H 1978 ABERRANCY: geometry of the THIRD DERIVATIVE. Mathematics 
Magazine 51, 259-275. L N M CARNOT. A TRANSON. OSCULATING CONICS. An expository 
article treating a measure of the asymmetry of a PLANE CURVE about its normal. 
(D. E. Kullma") #1260. 
KNUTH DONALD E 1979 MATHEMATICAL TYPOGRAPHY. Bulletin of the American Mathematical 
Society, N.S., 1, 337-372. Analysis of printing styles used for mathematics since 
1900, with suggestions for applying mathematics to future type design. (D. E. Kull- 
man ) #1261. 
VAINBERG B R and others 1978 SAMARII ALEKSANDROVICH GAL'PERN. Russian Mathematical 
Surveys 33, 179-182. Obituary. PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. (D.E. KU~- 
man) #1262. 
BUKHVALOV A V and others 1978 GRIGORII YAKOVLEVICH LOZANOVSKII. Russian Mathe- 
matical Surveys 33, 183-188. Obituray, bibliography. VECTOR LATTICES. BANACH 
SPACES. (D. E. Kullma") #1263. 
ALLAKHVERDIEV D E and others 1978 ASHRAM ISKENDEROVICH GUSEINOV (on his 70th birth- 
day). Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, 189-192. Biography, bibliography. INTEGRAL 
EQUATIONS. MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS. (D. E. Kullman) #1264. 
NEIJENSCHWANDER E 1978 Der Nachlass vo" Casorati (1835-1890) in Pavia. Archive for 
history of Exact sciences 19, l-89. FELICE CASORATI. L KRONECKER. K T  W WEIERSTRASS. 
ITALIAN MATHEMATICS of the 19th century and relations with foreign mathematicans 
Bibliography of Casorati's publications. (ACL) #1265. 
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Archive for History of Exact Sciences 19, 309-370. JACOB BERNOULLI. J H LAMBERT. 
Aleatory versus epistemic probability. (ACL) #1266. 
WATERHOUSE WILLIAM c 1978 Note on a method of extracting roots in AS-SAMAW'AL. 
Archive for History of Exact Sciences 19, 383-384. Further discussion of points 
raised in Rashdi Rashed's paper in the Archive 18, 191-244. (ACL) #1267. 
WEIL ANDRE 1978 who betrayed EUCLID? Archive for History of Exact Sciences 19, 
91-93. A critical response to an unnamed author of an earlier Archive paper. 
(ACL) #1268. 
MOLLAND A G 1978 An examination of BRADWAPDINE's geometry. Archive for History of 
Exact Sciences 19, 113-175. An examination of GEOMETRICA SPECULATIVA and "what it 
reveals of medieval geometrical consciousness and the relation of this to other 
fields of intellectual endeavour." (ACL) #1269 
MATHEWS JEROLD 1978 WILLIAM ROWAN HAMILTON's paper of 1837 on the ARITHMETIZATION 
OF ANALYSIS. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 19, 177-200. An analysis of the 
paper "Theory of conjugate functions, or algebraic couples: with a preliminary and 
elementary essay on algebra as the science of pure time." Includes a critical 
account of previous analyses of the paper. (ACL) #1270. 
SEIDENBERG A 1978 The origin of mathematics. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 
18, 301-342. It is argued that both the geometric and the algebraic traditionv- 
the Pythagorean and old Babylonian mathematics--originated from a common source, 
possibly VEDIC mathematics. (ACL) #1271. 
AZEVEDO J c DE ALMEIDA 1979 Fibonacci numbers. Fibonacci Quarterly 17, 162-165. 
Historical n&e attributes the recursive definition of FIBONACCI NUMBERS to 
A GIRARD, 1634. (D. E. Kullman) #1272. 
ANONYMOUS 1978 on the seventy-fifth birthday of ANDRE1 NIKOLAEVICH KOLMOGOROV. 
Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, Frontispiece. PORTRAIT. (D. E. Kullman) #1273. 
EFIMOV N V et al. 1978 In memory of BORIS PAVLOVICH DEMIWVICH. Russian Mathe- 
matical Surveys 33, 195-202. Obituary, bibliography. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS. (D. E. Kullman) #1274. 
KATZ VICMR 3 1979 The history of Stokes' theorem. Mathematics Magazine 52, 146- 
156. A detailed history of the DIVERGENCE THEOREM (GAUSS' THEOREM), GREEN'S 
THEOREM, and sToKEs' THEOREM, from their origins to their generalization and uni- 
fication. The work of C. F. GAUSS, M. OSTROGRADSKY, G. GREEN, A. CAUCHY, B. RIE- 
MANN, G. SToKEs, V. VOLTERRA, and E. CARTAN is highlighted. (D. E. Kullman) #1275 
KANTOROVICH L V et al. 
day). 
1978 SOLOMON GRIGOR'EVICH MIKHLIN (on his seventieth birth- 
Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, 209-213. 
TIONAL METHODS. 
Biography, bibliography. COMPUTA- 
INTEGRAL EQUATIONS. (D. E. Kullman) #1276. 
BABADZHANOV P B et al. 1978 MAGALIM AKRAMOVICH SUBKBANKULOV. Russian Mathematical 
Surveys 33, 203-207. Obituary, bibliography. TAUBERIAN THEOREMS. 
IEi*) 
(D. E. Kull- 
#1277. 
GIULI CHRISTINE end GIULI ROBERT 1979 A primer on Stern’s diatonic sequence. 
Fibonacci Quarterly 17, 103-108. F. M. G. EISENSTEIN. M. A. STERN. 
origins of STERN NUMBERS. 
Describes the 
(D. E. Kullman) #1278. 
ALEKSANDRoV P S and FEDORCHUK V V 1978 The main aspects in the development of SET- 
THEOPETICAL TOPOIOGY. Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, l-53. 
of GENERAL TOPOLOGY from 1888 to the present. 
A comprehensive history 
Main topics include: COMPACTIFICATIONS, 
PROJECTIVE AND INVERSE SPECTRA, HOMOIOGICAL METHODS, UNIFORM SPACES, PARACOMPACTNESS, 
METRIZATION, DIMENSION THEORY, THEORY OF RETRACTS, and SHAPE THEORY. 
bibliography of 369 items. 
Includes a 
CD. E. Kullman) #1279. 
LAWSON BLAINE'& SULLIVAN DENNIS 1979 Waterman award for WILLIAM P. THURSTON. 
Notices of the American Mathematical Society 26, 293-296. TOPOLOGICAL MANIFOLDS. 
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FOLIATIONS. LAMINAR GEODESICS. MATHEMATICAL PRIZES. Bibliography. (D. E. Kull- 
IWiIl) #1280. 
VELIEV F 2 and NABIEV G M 1978 The foremost teacher of mathematics in Soviet 
Azerbaijan. Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, 195-196. Ninetieth anniversary of 
the birth of M. R. EVENDIEV. Obituary. (D. E. Kullman) #1281. 
ADAMYAN V M et al. 1978 MARK GRIGOR'EVICH KREIN (on his seventieth birthday). 
Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, 185-193. Biography, bibliography. FUNCTIONAL 
ANALYSIS. LINEAR OPERATORS. STABILITY THEORY. SPECTRAL THEORY.(D. E. Kullman) #1282. 
BEREZANSKII YU M et al. 1978 SELIM GRIGOR'EVICH KLEIN (On his sixtieth birthday). 
Russian Mathematical Surveys 33, 215-225. Biography, bibliography. DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS. FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS. (D. E. Kullman) #1283. 
VAN DER WAERDEN B L 1978 Die Postulate und Konstruktionen in der friihgriechischen 
Geometric. Archive for History of Exact Sciexes 18, 343-383. On the basis of 
Neuenschwander's work in the Archive 3 (1973), 325-380, a further analysis is given 
of the postulates and constructions of early GREEK GEOMETRY. (ACL) #1284. 
SMITH ROBIN 1978 The mathematical origins of ARISTOTLE's Syllogistic. Archive for 
History of Exact Sciences 19, 201-209. LOGIC. GREEK MATHEMATICS. BENEDICT EINARSON. 
(ACLI #1285. 
KNORR WILBUR R 1978 ARCHIMEDES and the ELEMENTS: Proposal for a revised chronol- 
ogical ordering of the Archimedean corpus. Archive for History of Exact Sciences 
19, 211-290. (ACL) #1286. 
SCRIBA CHRISTOPH J 1979 HEINRICH HERMELINK in memoriam. Historia Mathematics 6, 
233-235. Bibliography. Portrait. (ACL) #1287. 
GRAY JEREMY 1979 NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY--A re-interpretation. Historia Mathematics 
6. 236-258. (ACL) #1288. 
DASTON L J 1979 D'Alembert's critique of PROBABILITY THEORY. Historia Mathematics 
259-279. JEAN DE LA ROND D'ALEMBERT. (ACL) #1289. 
ENGELS HERMANN 1979 Zur Geschichte der RICHARDSON-EXTRAPOLATION. Historia Mathema- 
tica 6, 280-293. ROMBERG QUADRATURE. (ACL) #1290. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I 1979 In memoriam KURT G6;DEL: His 1931 correspondence with Zermel( 
on his INCOMPLETABILITY THEOREM. HM 6, 294-304. ERNST ZERMELO. (ACL) #1291. 
ANGELELLI IGNACIO 1979 "Class as one" and "class as many" before modern SET THEORY. 
H&l 6, 305-309. THOMAS VINCENTIUS TOSCA (1651-1723). (ACL) #1292. 
ABELES FPANCINE 1979 Ranking by inversion: A note on C L DODGSON. Historia 
Mathematical 6, 310-317. CYCLES. STOCHASTIC MODELS. R. REMAGE JR. W. THOMPSON. 
(ACL) #1293. 
WILLIAMSON BRUCE History of mathematics--a course outline. Historia Mathematics 6, 
318-320. EDUCATION. (ACL) #1294. 
GUPTA R C 1979 Symposium on history and philosophy of mathematical sciences. 
Historia Mathematics 6, 320-322. Report of meeting. (ACL) #1295. 
KIMBLE GERALD w 1979 From pebbles to position. Historia Mathematics 6, 323-325. 
POSITIONAL SYSTEM OF COUNTING. (ACL) #1296. 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM FOR THE HISTORY OF ARABIC SCIENCE 1978 Proceedings of the 
First International Symposium for the history of Arabic science, April S-12, 1976. 
Volmle II: Papers in European languages. Edited by Ahmad Y. Al-Hassan, and others. 
Aleppo, Syria (Institute for the History of Arabic Science, University of Aleppo). 
365 pp. (paper cover). "The Symposium was held on the occasion of the inauguration 
of the Institute for the History of Arabic Science and the foundation of the Syrian 
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Society for the History of Science." Fifty-seven papers divided into: basic sciences 
engineering, technology and agriculture; medicine; and sociology. Those relevant 
to history of mathematics are abstracted below. (ACL) #1297. 
AL-DAFFA' AL1 A 1978 TGBIT IBN QURRA's extension of the PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. 
P. 33 in #1297. Ninth century A.D. Summary only. (ACL) #1298. 
GARRO IBRAHIM 1978 AL-KINDI and MATHEMATICAL LOGIC. Pp. 36-40 in #1297. 
(ACL) #x299. 
HERMELINK HEINRICH 1978 ARABIC RECREATIONAL MATHEMATICS as a mirror of age-old 
cultural relations between Eastern and Western civilizations. Pp. 44-52 in 
#1297 -. @CL) #1300. 
-- JAOUICHE KHALL 1978 Le traite de NASTR AL-DTN AL TUSI sur la th&rie des 
paralleles. Pp. 62-66 in #1297. The work of al-Tusi (1221-1274) on the THEORY 
OF PARALLELS. (XL) #1301. 
KENNEDY E S 1978 The motivation of al-F&&T's SECOND-ORDER INTERPOLATION scheme. 
Pp. 67-71 in #1297. ABU PAYHAN AL-B?RfiNI (11th century). (ACL) #1302. 
AL-KHALIDI SALAH AL-DIN 1978 IBN AL-SH?$IR, the mathematician and astronomer. 
P. 72 in #1297. Fourteenth century. Summary only. @CL) #1303. 
MURDOCH JOHN 1978 Transmission and figuration: an aspect of the ISLAMIC CONTRIBU- 
TION TO MATHEMATICS, science and natural philosophy in the Latin west. Pp. 108-122 
in #1297 -* @CL) #1304. 
RASHED ROSHDI 1978 L'histoire de l'algebra et l'invention des fractions dgcimales: 
AL-SAMAW'AL. P. 133 in #1297. Eleventh and twelfth centuries. "The history of 
ALGEBRA and the invention of DECIMAL FRACTIONS: al-Samaw'al." Summary only. 
@CL) #1305. 
SAIDAN AHMAD S 1978 NUMBER THEORY and SERIES SUMMATIONS in two Arabic texts. 
Pp. 145-163 in #1297. Eleventh and fourteenth centuries. (ACL) #1306. 
SALIBA GEORGE 1978 Computational techniques in a set of late medieval Islamic 
astronomical tables. P. 164 in #1297. Summary only. Published in full in the 
Journal for History of Arabic Science 1, 24-32. (ACL) #1307. 
STROYLS JOHN 1978 Survey of the Arab contributions to the THEORY OF NUMBERS. 
Pp. 173-181 in #1297. __ (XL) #1308. 
